Abstract
In the face of such a strong aversion towards the Jewish theatre, its reformers introduced William Shakespeare's dramas into the repertoire. The decision was caused by the fact that the works of the English bard were included into the world classical literature and the theatres which performed them were regarded ambitious. The first Shakespearean drama staged in a Jewish theatre in Poland was Hamlet. Its premiere took place in 1913 in Łódź and was very important for the development of both professional and Shakespearean Jewish theatre since it was the first adaptation of this drama in Yiddish in Central and Eastern Europe. 6 The spectacle was prepared by the team under the management of Nachum Lipowski and Juliusz Adler and was directed by Rudolf Zaslawski, 7 who also starred the leading role. The performance evoked a huge interest both of the audience and critics. In numerous reviews published in Lodzer Tageblat 8 and Najes Lodzer Morgenbla.t 9 The management of the theatre was praised for the repertoire policies which enabled an ordinary Łódź resident to get to know one of the most important masterpieces of the world culture. And the role of Hamlet ensured Zaslawski enormous popularity and belonged to his iron repertoire. It is worth noting that while 1913 marked the end of the epoch of stars in the Polish Shakespearean theatre, the Jewish theatres were just entering that stage. Beginning with the Łódź premiere up to the outbreak of the Second World War, the Shakespearean characters were played by outstanding Jewish artists and their creations made them internationally famous. For instance, the role of Othello made Juliusz Adler 10 an idol of American youth while a display of Abraham Morewski's talent in Hamlet generated admiration for him in Germany and Russia.
Introducing Shakespeare dramas into Yiddish stages did not only contribute to break the negative image of the theatre but also revealed the creativity of Jewish artists. In contrary to Polish artists, Jewish directors more frequently used not original versions of Shakespearean plays but their adaptations expanded with references to Jewish history and tradition. A good example of this kind of productions is The Jewish Hamlet 11 by Izydor Zolotarewski 12 , The Jewish Othello 13 by Leon Kobrin.
14 In these works, authors referred to the heritage of the English bard making Jews the protagonists of his dramas. The most popular play of this kind was Der Jidiszer Kenig Lir [The Jewish King Lear] 15 by Jacob Gordin. 16 It was frequently performed in Jewish theatres in Poland and the title role was played, among others, by Moryc Szwarc, Jerzy Woskowski and Jakub Zilbert. One of the most famous performances took place in 1919 in Cracow. Nowy Dziennik thought it to be a success thanks to excellent creations of the actors of the Cracow Jewish Theatre.
The title role was created by Mr Jungwirth, who has prepared himself thoroughly for this role. The best moment came when he was mad with pain torn by despair. He showed a masterly excellence in Act Three, in shocking tragic scenes of internal struggle. He, the magnate who, by his own fault, became a beggar, rushes out to the street like a wounded bull to look for people more merciful than his uncaring daughter. The only details which spoiled the effect were his suppurating eyes which generated not sympathy but certain distaste. 
II. Polish-Jewish dialogue
Contrary to brothers Turkow's and Najman's vision was Andrzej Marek. 21 He founded one of the first Jewish theatres performing in Polish language. His artistic endeavour garnered positive and negative responses. He was accused of spreading blasphemy and instigation to national riots just after his premiere of Golem. 22 He was perceived as a traitor and a convert by the orthodox Yiddish circles. Despite of these attacks Marek accepted political consequences of his works and kept developing his artistic philosophy during the whole interwar period.
Of the particular importance in the Jewish theatrical history in Poland was the adaptation of Di jidisze kenigin Lir, oder Mirele Efros [The Jewish Queen Lear, or Mirele Efros], prepared by Marek in 1929. The director gave the production an educational character. He translated the drama from Yiddish and staged it in a Polish theatre to make Poles acquainted with the world canon of Jewish literature. "That drama initiated my systematic activities aimed at making the Polish society acquainted with soul and life of Jewish nation" -the artist said in an interview for the Łódź Republika. "I devote my whole life to that idea and I feel I am not wasting it!."
24 Mirele Efros's adaptation had one more superior purpose. It was one of the stages of the mission, which Marek set up for his Jewish theatre, namely, to reconcile Polish and Jewish nations.
In the theatre I wish to be not only a director but a citizen as well. During the war, every man is obliged to be a soldier, during peace, everybody should fight for peaceful co-existence of nations and races, for goods of culture and for justice. I am fighting for these ideas in the theatre as a playwright, author of adaptations and director! 25
Marek's opinions and his mission were received by Jewish milieus gathered around Nasz Przegląd with approval. The newspaper even promoted the thesis on the right of Jews to create not only in Yiddish but also in Polish.
The Marek's adaptation aroused enormous interest of the audience also due to its cast. The leading role in The Jewish Queen Lear was performed by Wanda Siemaszkowa. Certain of the unique value of Gordin's female protagonist she even made an attempt at directing that drama in Vilnius. This premiere attracted a very diversified audience. There were Poles but also "old Jewish women in wigs," Helena Zelwerowicz recalls, "who were moved to tears." 27 However, Mirele Efros directed both by Marek and Siemaszkowa revealed political and ideological divisions of the Polish nation. For instance, the circles close to the National Democracy used the spectacles as a pretext to present their anti-Semitic views. On the occasion of the premiere in Vilnius, the reviewer of the nationalistic Dziennik Wileński began his deliberations with the words "I do not like Jewish plays." 28 The critic of Głos Narodu was asking: "Why the Krakow audience was forced to endure boring and tearful rhapsody?. only serve as a source of knowledge of "the racial base and the values entirely Jewish" which were limited exclusively to financial matters.
29 "Aryans have certain emotional areas which exclude the matters of money; they feel a certain shame in face of money," concluded the reviewer pointing to differences between Poles and Jews. "They feel certain repulsion and a certain aversion. Here [in the Jewish community] money is a titbit, ornamentation and a flower of life." 30 The most fervent opponent of staging Mirele Efros, a Jewish play in Polish theatres was a critic of Myśl Narodowa warning of "the true black (gabardine) invasion."
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III. Spiritual therapy
Anti-Semitism escalation in Europe led to the outbreak of the Second World War, which, contrary to the plans and common expectations of the Nazis, did not end up with a quick collapse of Jewish culture. Various kinds of informal events, such as theatrical performances, musical concerts, and poetry readings were organised in private houses. The cultural entertainment was also provided by cafeterias, nightclubs and workplaces. However, most of these theatrical and musical activities were illegal because they were organized without the Nazi permission.
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This situation changed in the 1940's. At that time many representatives of Jewish intellectual circles, including writers, poets, actors, musicians, stage designers and directors were detained in the ghettos all over Poland. They eagerly tried to continue their pre-war artistic activities. Particular role in that difficult reality was played by the Jewish theatre for which very high moral demands had been set up. It was to be a form of spiritual therapy for the ghetto audience tired of life in the difficult ghetto conditions.
In 1941-1942, in the Warsaw ghetto alone, five open theatres were functioning with the consent of the Nazi. Three of them played in Yiddish and two in Polish. The largest one was Nowy Teatr Kameralny [New Chamber Theatre], which functioned from July 1941 until the liquidation of most of the ghetto a year later. Michał Znicz was its leading actor and Marek directed all the spectacles. The repertoire of Nowy Teatr Kameralny was rather ambitious and consisted of dramatic works of Jewish and European canon while other theatres such as the cabaret-style Femina, Eldorado, Teatr na Pięterku and the Melody Palace staged mostly light and humorous revues consisting of a series of short sketches, songs, and dances.
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According to Gazeta Żydowska during 20 months ghetto theatres performed around 68 premieres and their artistic character was sometimes questioned. Henryk Czerwiński, in his article of a meaningful title "Szmira" [Kitsch] , lamented over the situation. The critic inquired straightforwardly: "Is there really no different repertoire and should we feed the audience with so miserable spectacles?" Finally, he stated that a Jewish spectator is probably delighted with the so-called "folk operettas with dancing, singing and the happy end. opposed by Gita Ejzenzwajg writing that theatres were "in miserable conditions," without subsidies, help and with starving actors. 35 Their role was not to take care of artistic values but to manifest that Jewish culture has survived. So, the repertoire was selected in the way to adapt to tastes of general public.
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The Nazis permitted also one Yiddish theatre to open in Łódź ghetto. The Avangarde Theatre performed mainly kleynkunst repertoire several times a week under the direction of Mosze Pulawer. However, the role of this theatre is questionable. Some critics hold the view that it was a kind of tool to glorify Chaim Rumkowski, the President of the ghetto. It is evidenced by the fact that any form of satire or parody, criticizing Rumkowski or the Nazi authorities, were removed from performances.
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Totally different character from stages in Łódź and Warsaw ghetto had Jewish theatre in Vilnius ghetto. "The first performance in January 1942, was preceded by a bitter polemic dimaxed by the appearance of leaflets with the slogan, "Af a besojlem szpilt men nit kejn teater" [One does not play theatre in a cemetery]" 38 . Ghetto residents were aware that thousands of Vilnius Jews had been murdered in the nearby Ponary Forest over the previous six months. That is why most of the performances were dedicated to the war victims. A great example of such an event was the premiere of Mirele Efros. The adaptation had, first of all, a patriotic character. It was preceded by a piano concert of Fryderyk Chopin's music and songs by the cantor Idelson and Liuba Lewicka.
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IV. Theatre marked with mass graves and crematoria
Although the overwhelming majority of the ghetto actors and audiences were murdered during the Holocaust, Jewish theatres managed to continue a kind of afterlife in the post-war Poland. Since October 1944 Jewish cultural life began to revive. First concerts, stage shows and individual performances were organised and they gave an evidence of the permanence and immortality of the national heritage of Polish Jews. The concert of the Warsaw ghetto survivors, Diana Blumenfeld and Jonas Turkow had a symbolic meaning. They presented the programme under the title Pieśń uszła cało [The Song Has Survived] at the Municipal Theatre in Lublin. It stirred up a great emotion among the audience.
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During the first concert, Diana with swollen legs and wearing a claret and red robe, was singing a Jewish song. The listeners were the people whose hearts seemed to have dried out […] The theatre was packed with Jewish wanderers, the people who 35 Life conditions of the actors performing in ghettos were difficult. They were employed on contracts in a few institutions. Many of them were starving since their income was low and irregular which was also the result of low ticket prices. They were not paid permanent wages for their work but shared profits from performances with the remaining theatre employees. In this situation, the best evidences of admiration for starving actresses were not flowers but food which they received from delighted fans. Barbara Engelking, Jacek Leociak, Getto warszawskie. Przewodnik yesterday had no right to live. The theatre was bursting at the seams. The mood was solemn. One might think a kind of a mystery play was being performed. As soon as Diana managed to utter the first words in a trembling voice, the audience burst into sobs which came right from the bottom of their souls. The clogged source which seemed to be dried out for so long had suddenly gushed out with a great strength. This concert became the beginning of the newly emerging Jewish stage after the years of deluge.
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That evening was meant to prove that the pre-war cultural life of Polish Jews was beginning to revive. The Central Committee of Polish Jews founded on 15 November 1945 also thought it one of its priorities.
In the course of liberating the country from under the German occupation, the actors who managed to survive the nightmare of Second World War began to return to Poland. There was also a large group of them which came from the Soviet Union and settled in Silesia. Those people were the prisoners of ghettos, concentration camps and gulags whose appearance evoked compassion. Nowe Słowo reported that in those beautiful days in May, groups of hungry, haggard, half alive and half dead Jewish survivors were floating about fields and forests, and roads and paths. Hundreds, thousands of Jews, the former condemned people could be encountered on the roads leading from Germany to Poland". Gordin's dramas are no longer up to date and should not occupy the leading places in the repertoire of our theatres. 
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In this situation, the necessity of reforming the Jewish theatre in Poland was becoming obvious. It was promoted by J. Egit during the conference in Wroclaw devoted to the Jewish culture in Poland. The speaker underlined the merits of the actors who immediately after leaving the camps had understood […] their role and staged Jewish performances in the most difficult conditions possible" but at the same time he set forth a new task for them to "place theatre on the appropriate level to fulfil the spiritual needs" 45 of the Jewish nation. Bearing this in mind, he suggested the foundation of the Jewish theatrical studio, employing new, young actors and establishing cooperation with the Polish artistic circles. "The new Polish reality enables" -Egit argued -"the cooperation of the Jewish and Polish institutions and the mutual exchange of cultural values, as well as mutual undertakings of the Polish and Jewish writers and artists." 46 The artistic level of the Jewish theatre was sharply criticised by Sara Neszomit, who pointed that the events of the Second World War could not be treated for ever as "the extenuating circumstances since, in this way, the Jewish stage became a substitute of real art."
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It was Ida Kamińska who was meant to be a remedy for the poor condition of the Jewish theatre. She came back from the Soviet Union in 1946 and participated in setting the second post-war Yiddish theatre in Lodz. The establishment of this institution was received as a forecast of the revival of Jewish art. The theatre was assigned a very responsible task. Its repertoire was to reflect "pain and longing," "doubts and despair" of the Jewish nation and the past marked with "mass graves and crematoria."
48 It was also to remind of the pre-war artistic life. Therefore, no dramas dubbed "shund" were to be staged. The theatre produced plays devoted to the problems of Jewish tradition, family and religion. The authors of the manifesto published in Nasze Słowo appealed:
Just now, after such a loss of blood of our cultural organism, we cannot afford a doubtful luxury of cheap spectacle, full of theatrical noise mixed with vulgar jokes and satirical songs generating a loud applause of the audience. We have the right to demand from the workers of the Jewish stage to give us such theatre which will arouse interest of the Jewish audience in a better theatre and will raise it to a higher level of understanding and true art." Neszomit, "O inauguaracji sezonu, " 10. paid with deaths of millions of people. The protagonist of the play, however, severely treated by fate, managed to survive the difficult time without losing the remnants of her human dignity.
Gordin's work in Lipman's adaptation referred also to the post-war reality, being a theatrical commentary to that reality. According to the everlasting principle, the evil was defeated and the good triumphed while the world was slowly waking up to life. The principle message of the Łódź performance was hope that, due to common work and sacrifice, Jews will manage to rebuild "normal" existence and to restore old traditions and customs.
V. Towards modernity
An important change of the role of the post-war Jewish theatre in Poland took place in the 1950s. In 1950 theatrical teams from Łódź and Wrocław were nationalized, renamed the Ester Rachel Kamińska State Jewish Theatre, and placed under the direction of Ida Kamińska. Five years later, in 1955 the troupe moved to Warsaw and in this way, Kamińska's greatest dream came true. She was of the opinion that "finding the location in Warsaw, the city sanctified with the martyrdom of Jews, where Jews showed such a great heroism during the ghetto uprising was the matter of national pride." 53 The theatre was renamed "The Ester Rachel Kamińska and Ida Kamińska State Jewish Theater after Kamińska's death. 54 In Jewish mythology, a dybbuk is believed to be the dislocated soul of a dead person living in the host body until it has accomplished its goal. It is a title a theatrical play which depicts the possession of a young woman by the malicious spirit of her dead fiancé. The victims are like dibukks who cling to us forever. Our Dibukk is about the revival of the Holocaust victims. We give them the right to speak. We bring to the stage the testimony of witnesses, who lived in Warsaw ghetto.
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Nowadays the theatrical activity of the Jewish Theatre in Warsaw arouse a lot of controversies. Some of the critics, i.e. Stefan Treugutt, ask if it is still necessary to perform in Yiddish while most members of the audience do not speak this language.
57 Moreover, it is said that the repertoire of the theatre is outdated because it is not understood by people who are not familiar with Jewish tradition and culture.
VI. Conclusions
For years, the Jewish theatre in Poland has performed a variety of functions the character of which depended -to a great extent -on the current political and cultural situation in the country. At the beginning, it was perceived as an entirely entertainment institution which addressed its repertoire to a little demanding audience. This theatre was criticised both by rabbis who thought it a sinful place and by Polish and Jewish artistic circles dubbing the Yiddish stage "the jargon theatre."
This situation began to change at the beginning of the 20 th century. While Jewish literature began to develop, in particular the Jewish literature in Yiddish, the stage began to be perceived as a vital element of the Jewish national identity. The theatre became an important place of the presentation of political views. And it was this forum where a debate devoted to the place and role of Jews in the Polish culture was held. Among the participants of the discussion were representatives of all parties favouring both cooperation with the Polish creative circles and a separation from them.
In the mid-war period, the Jewish theatre began to be treated as the educational institution since it popularised and disseminated the achievements of Polish Jews. During the war, however, it performed social and entertainment functions.
At present, the Jewish Theatre in Poland plays a very specific role. It became primarily the venue of commemorating the past marked with mass graves and crematoria. It is also one of the most famous research centres of Polish Jewish culture, history, linguistics and literature, gathering and preserving the heritage of the Yiddish language. It has great collections of documents, photographs, recordings, posters, and films in reflecting the culture of Jews in Poland. It's archive, contrary to those of the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw or POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews, is not only a great resource for the study of East European Jewry, but mainly of Yiddish literature and theatre. Due to initiative of the theatre's headquarters workshops and Yiddish language courses are organized.
Moreover, the Jewish Theatre, as a famous icons of the Jewish community's past, is promoting Jewish culture in Poland and abroad. A great example of such activity is its participation in the Festival of Jewish Culture in Warsaw -"Singer's Warsaw." It is an annual celebration of Jewish culture that has been held in Warsaw since 2004 on the initiative of Gołda Tencer (the president of the theatre). The Festival includes Jewish (both Hebrew and Yiddish) theatre, music, films, exhibits and expositions. It attempts to recreate Jewish culture from the period of interwar Poland, complete with historical buildings and atmosphere. Numerous workshops, discussion groups and seminars are also held on topics related to Yiddish culture.
The Jewish Theatre in Warsaw is an important symbol of an intercultural dialogue. It is also one of a very few institutions in Poland where one can hear the living Jewish word. 58
